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In Miyazawa Kenji’s story, “The Bears of Nametoko”, the beginning is a long, detailed description of Mountain Nametoko. The author uses many literary devices such as personification, “the mountain breathes in and breathes out cold mists and clouds” (103), and hyperbole in the description of the setting and the main character, “His body was massive, like a barrel, and his hands were as big and thick as the handprint of the god Bishamon that they use to cure people’s illnesses at the Kitajima Shrine” (104). 
Told through the eyes of a nameless narrator, the story’s organization was interesting. First, came the introduction of nature, then the bears with the ability to talk. Before realizing about the folklore style of the story, I was a bit surprised that the bears—mother and the cub, the sacrificed bear and the killer bear—were all conversing among themselves and to the hunter. The narrator says, “The bears in the area of Mt. Nametoko were fond of Kojuro” (104) and “for some reason, Kojuro’s heart felt full [at the sight of mother bear and cub]” (106). I was amazed that how despite their position as hunter and the hunted (e.g. animal vs. human), the bears and hunter still liked and respected each other. Even as they act according to their place—the hunter killing bears and the bear killing Kojuro at the end—they claim to have committed murder without any hatred and apologize for their sin. 
One puzzling thing was the order, or “the way of things” in the story. The speaker states, “but in those days, there was an order of things” (108), and this was the reason why Kojuro only sold the bearskins to the shopkeeper. Although unsure, I’m assuming that Kojuro acted this because he respected the man was loyal to him. Also, I found it ironic how big beast like a bear die at the hand of a human hunter and such strong hunter bow at the feet of the shopkeeper. Naturally, it should be the other way around with the bear being at the top, but the introduction of gun and money has placed the shopkeeper as the strongest of the three. 
In addition, the contrast in the story was notable. There is juxtaposition as the previous scene shows the strong, big hunter walking through the mountain “as if it was his own home”, and then the next scene shows him trapped in a small building at the mercy of the town’s shopkeeper. There are two different worlds of the nature and the town, and the author clearly shows that it is with the mountain where Kojuro belongs as Kojuro was the only one who respected the bears and later died in nature. I found it odd how the constellation was mentioned in this Japanese story; the constellation’s names are of foreign origin, the Greek mythology, “the Pleiades and Orion's belt glimmered now green, now orange, as if they were breathing” (111). 
This piece was a good read since I enjoyed many of the author’s devices and the harmonious story between the bears and Kojuro. It shared a common theme with other short stories—the theme of corruption. The bandit Tajomaru from “In a Grove” commented, “You kill people with your power, with your money” (97); his words describe the relationship between the shopkeeper and Kojuro as the old man takes advantage of the poor hunter. Being a hunter is the only job Kojuro can take, yet the bearskins bring him little income since the shopkeeper pays him cheaply. Furthermore I found one difference in the part where the author mentions, “[the bears] each prostrate in the snow like a Muslim at prayer, never moving” (111). Previously read works such as the “Sansho the Steward”, “In a Grove”, and “Hojoki” all had Buddhist references; this story, “The Bears of Nametoko”, was the first to include a religion other than Buddhism and Shinto. 

